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This book offers a welcome fresh look at the relationship between economic

development and community development, asking how the latter can be

harnessed to tackle poverty and disadvantage. It critiques the standard

approaches that provide top-down solutions focusing on either investment,

technological change or the advancement of human capital. In their place, it

offers a new paradigm based on emergent good development practice, to

work from below to enable communities rather than imposing change

from above, through what Robin Eversole calls ‘place based development’.

This involves a strong faith that communities have the potential to lead

and drive change if provided with suitable opportunities. The concept of

‘development’ that she articulates in her book is one that challenges trad-

itional discourses from post-World War 2 ‘modernization theory’ onwards,

characterizing impoverished places as needing to get assistance from rich

people so that they can catch up and become like them. By putting primacy

on approaches which ‘strengthen the social fabric’, she gives community de-

velopment principles a central rather than a subsidiary role. In other words,

she argues that they need to be in the driving seat rather than sitting at the

back making helpful suggestions on how fast to go, how to take bends,

etc., without having any significant influence on which route is taken. In con-

trast to the dominant approaches to development, therefore, Eversole is in-

sistent that a place-based approach involves development strategies

adapting to the circumstances, needs and wishes of local communities, ra-

ther than imposing a ‘one size fits all approach’.

The chief means by which she envisages that this will be achieved is

through development partnerships in which people come together to pro-

mote community-led change, supporting and empowering communities

to realize their own desires and objectives. The central framework in the

book is ‘knowledge partnering’ which it describes as

. . . a way of working with diverse communities to identify and pursue their

development goals. As a community development approach knowledge

partnering recognizes that many different kinds of knowledge are relevant

to development decision making. It works to catalyse the innovative

solutions to development issues by helping diverse communities and
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organisations bring their different kinds of knowledge together . . .

Knowledge partnering as a development approach identifies the

opportunity to bring elite, technical and professional forms of knowledge

into dialogue with local and community-based forms of knowledge to

tackle development issues of common interest. (pp. 8–9)

The framework has four core ideas: first, that development is a social process

created by people and institutions; second that external partnerships are

needed to increase the range of resources available and overcome the struc-

tural obstacles that cause disadvantage (though it acknowledges these often

work poorly in practice); third, that central respect should be given to local

knowledge including cultural and experiential forms and fourth, that in-

novative solutions occur when different kinds of knowledge are appropri-

ately combined.

At one level, these ideas might seem obvious, evoking the response ‘of

course’. However, winning the argument for them is no easy thing, so a book

such as this is very welcome in establishing a simple but potentially sophisti-

cated as well as pragmatic framework for working effectively with communi-

ties to tackle the ‘wicked’ problems of our era. The devil might reasonably be

said to be in the detail, and in this regard Eversole does substantially flesh

things out, drawing on her extensive experiences as a development anthropolo-

gist working in Australia, Latin America and elsewhere, giving examples of

both positive and problematic examples. One of the merits of the book is that

the author makes modest claims for her approach, avoiding the increasing ten-

dency towards ‘branding’ and self-promotion that has unfortunately become

widespread in the community development world. Instead what Eversole

offers is a framework that has the potential, as she spells out, to encompass

and synthesize other relevant approaches such as Participatory Rural Appraisal

(PRA), Local Economic Development (LED) and asset-based approaches. She

often has wise practical comments to make on these existing approaches, for ex-

ample, that asset-based approaches need to complemented by awareness of

community knowledge and resource ‘deficits’ to avoid making excessive

expectations of hard-pressed communities (pp. 23–24). Inevitably, however,

her approach is not exhaustive and she might, for example, have included

some reference to the Capabilities Approach (CA) particularly associated

with the work of Sen (1999) and others, especially since this also explicitly cri-

tiques a narrowly economistic and utilitarian approach to development.

Eversole also makes clear that wider relations of power need also to be

taken into account, but here is where I think she could have said more.

The shift to partnership working is strongly associated with the overall shift

in international, national and local development from state-centred social

democratic to increasingly privatized neoliberal models of development.
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Yet this significant contextual change receives scant attention. Similarly

while structural obstacles are acknowledged, there is little detailed discus-

sion of specific inequalities and forms of oppression which underpin

poverty and exclusion. Nevertheless this is a very valuable book for practi-

tioners and policy makers (though the price of even the paperback edition

is unfortunately too high). As Eversole points out, working in true partner-

ship with communities is never easy, but absolutely necessary to building

place-based and grassroots routes to meaningful development out of pov-

erty, injustice and environmental challenges. Here undoubtedly is a book

which shows how it might be achieved through reflexive community devel-

opment approaches, avoiding a range of pitfalls and always keeping the

broader development issues that shape local possibilities in mind.
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Universities at War

Thomas Docherty, Sage Swifts, London, 2014, 146 pages, ISBN 978-1-

4739-0778-2 Hardback, £45 sterling

It has become the order of the day to note that universities are facing ‘hard

times’ all around the (western) world. This refers typically to the cutting

of budgets and staff, and at times to new claims about accountability and au-

tonomy, all of which are routinely justified by referring to the ongoing epoch

of austerity. ‘Hard times’ is of course a huge abstraction since the diverse

groups of people working at universities in various states face this in very

different ways. In many Western universities, chancellors and administra-

tors are often doing materially very well. Their astronomic salaries have

not ceased rising steadily while other members of staff, especially young

employees, are experiencing hard times in very different ways. While aca-

demic pecking orders between various fields have probably always been

part of academia, a number of new elements now complicate this
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